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ABSTRACT: In this article, an attempt has been made to study level cut of double-framed 

fuzzy soft equivalence relation as well as its some properties such as equivalence class, 

union and intersection of equivalence relation.  Some extension of intuitionistic fuzzysoft 

relations has been made into double-framed fuzzy softrelations. 

 Keywords: Soft set,fuzzy set, relation, symmetry, equivalence relation,union, intersection, 

equivalence class, double-framed fuzzy soft set. 

1.INTRODUCTION: The fuzzy set was introduced by Zadeh [13] in 1965 where each 

element had a degree of membership. The intuitionistic fuzzy set on a universe was 

introduced by K.Atanassov [1] in 1986, as a generalization of fuzzy set, where besides the 

degree of membership and the degree of non-membership of each element. This concept 

has recently motivated new approach in several directions such as databases, medical 

diagnoses problems, decision making problem, topology, control theory and on so on. The 

concept of neutrosophic set handles indeterminate data whereas fuzzy theory and 

intuitionistic fuzzy set theory failed when the relations are indeterminate.Molodtsov 

introduced the concept of soft set theory in [10].Jun et.al [6] initiated to introduce double-

framed soft sets and presented its applications in BCK/BCI algebras. Rosenfeld [11] 
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applied the concept of fuzzy sets to the theory of groups and defined the concept of fuzzy 

subgroups of a group. Since then, many papers concerning various fuzzy algebraic 

structures have appeared in the literature [1, 2- 4, 7-9].In this article, an attempt has been 

made to study level cut of double-framed fuzzy soft equivalence relation as well as its 

some properties such as equivalence class, union and intersection of equivalence relation.  

Some extension of intuitionistic fuzzy soft relations has been made into double-framed 

fuzzy soft relations. 

2. Preliminaries: In this section basic concept of double-framed fuzzy soft set has been 

reviewed. 

2.1 Definition: Let „U‟ be a Universe of discourse and „A‟ be a set included in U.  An 

element „x‟ from U is defined as XxxFxTxA AA  ,)(),(, where  10,X:FT,   and 

,1)()(0  xFxT AA  where T and F represent truth value and false value respectively. 

2.2 Definition: Let „X be a non-empty set and ,)(),(,  xFxTxA AA  )(),(, xFxTxB BB  

are double-framed sets.Then „A‟ is a subset of B if ,Xx )()( xTxT BA  and

)()( xFxF BA  . 

2.3Definition: Let „X‟ be a non-empty set and ,)(),(,  xFxTxA AA  )(),(, xFxTxB BB  

are double-framed sets. Then 

(i)            XxxFxFxTxTxBA BABA  /,min,,max,  

(ii)            XxxFxFxTxTxBA BABA  /,max,,min,  

(iii) ).()()()(, xFxFandxTxTXxifonlyandifBA BABA   

2.4 Definition:Let U be a non-empty set.  Then by a fuzzy set on „U‟ is meant a function A 

: U→[0,1].  A is called the membership function, A(x) is called the membership grade of x 

in A. we also write A = {(x, A(x)): x ∈ U}. 

2.5 Example: Consider U = { a, b, c ,d } and A : U→[0,1] defined by A(a)=0, A(b)=0.7, 

A(c)=0.4, A(d)=1. 

2.6 Definition: Let U be the initial universe set and E be the set of parameters. Let P(U) 

denote the power set of U. Consider a non-empty set A, A⊂ E.  A pair (F, A) is called a 

soft set over U, where F : A→P(U). 

2.7 Example:Suppose that U is the set of houses under consideration, say U={h1, h2, ..., 

h5}.Let „E‟ be the set of some attributes of such houses, say E = {e1, e2, .  ..., e8}, where e1, 
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e2, …., e8 stand for the attributes “expensive”, “beautiful”, “wooden”, “cheap”, “modern”, 

“design”, “in bad” and “repair” respectively. 

In this case, to define a soft set means to point out expensive houses, beautiful housesand 

so on. For example, the soft set (F, A) that describes the “attractiveness of the houses” in 

the opinion of a buyer, say Thomas, may be defined like this: A={e1, e2, e3, e4, e5}; F(e1) = 

{h2, h3, h5}, F(e2) = {h2, h4}, F(e3) = {h1}, F(e4) = U, F(e5) = {h3, h5}. 

2.8 Definition:  A collection (F, A) is called a double-framed fuzzy soft set if and only if 

),(: UPAF  when P(U) is the collection of all double-framed fuzzy soft set on the 

universal set „U‟ and „A‟ is a non-empty subset of the parameter set E. 

2.9 Definition:  Let (F, A) and (G, B) are two double-framed fuzzy soft setsover (U, E). 

Then the union of two double-framed fuzzy soft sets CeBAC  ,  























),(),(),(

)()(

),(

),(

)(

CHBGAFaswrittenisand

BAeifeGeF

ABeifeG

BAeifeF

eH  

Also the intersection of two double-framed fuzzy soft sets ,, CeBAC   

)()()( cGcFeH  and is written as ).,(),(),( CHBGAF   

3.LEVEL CUT OF DOUBLE-FRAMED FUZZY SOFT RELATION 

 

In this section, (s, λ)-cut of double-framedfuzzy soft set relation (DFSR) has been defined. 

Reflexivity, symmetricity and transitivity of double-framed fuzzy soft relation are defined.  

Equivalence of DFSR has been shown based on (s,  λ)-cut.  Later on, studied on 

equivalence class, union and intersection of equivalence DFSR‟s. 

3.1 Definition:  Let „A‟ be a non-empty set.  A double-framed fuzzy soft relation (DFSR) 

R on A is a double-framed fuzzy soft set (DFSS). 

         AAbabaFbaTbaR AA  ,/,,,,,  

Where        1,01,0  AAaFandAAaT AA  satisfying the condition 

  .,,1),(),( AAbabaFbaT AA   

3.2 Definition:  A DFSR          AAbabaFbaTbaR AA  ,/,,,,, is said to reflexive if 

.,0),(1),( AaaaFandaaT AA  Also, R is symmetric if 
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.),(),,(),(),(),( AAbaabFbaFandabTbaT AAAA   

3.3 Definition: If          AAbabaFbaTbaR  ,/,,,,, 111
 and 

         AAbabaFbaTbaR  ,/,,,,, 222
be two DFSR‟s on A, then the composition 

denoted by 
21 RR   is defined by 

         AAbabaFFbaTTbaRR  ,/,,,,, 212121   

Where         AcbcTcaTbaTT  ,,,,minsup, 2121   

        .,,,,maxinf, 2121 AcbcFcaFbaFF   

3.4 Definition:Let (s,  λ) be the cut of double-framed fuzzy soft relation R. Then 

        .,,,,/,,    baFsbaTAAbaR RRs  

3.5 Definition:A double-framed fuzzy soft relation R on A is called transitive if 

.RRR   

3.6 Definition:A double-framedfuzzy soft relation R on A is called double-framed fuzzy 

soft equivalence relation (DFSER) if R is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. 

3.7 Definition: For any double-framed fuzzy soft set      AaaFaTxR AA  /,,  of set 

X, we define a (s,  λ)-cut of A as the crisp set      aFsaTXa AA ,/ of X and it is 

denoted by𝛿𝑠,𝜆 𝐴 . 

3.8 Theorem: Let „R‟ be a relation on a set X. Then „A‟ is a DFS equivalence on X if and 

only if  Rs  , is an equivalence relation on X, with 1,0  s  and .1s  

Proof:The condition is necessary.  

We have         .,,,/,,    baFsbaTXXbaR RRs  

Since, R is a DFS equivalence relation,so

    .,0,1, XaallforaaFandsaaT AA    

Therefore,  𝑎, 𝑎 ∈ 𝛿𝑠,𝜆 𝑅   reflexive. is, Rs   

Now, let    Rba s  ,,  ,then     .,,  baFandsbaT RR  

But, R is DFS equivalence relation, so sbaTabT RR  ),(),( and .),(),(  baFabF RR  

Therefore,  𝑏, 𝑎 ∈ 𝛿𝑠,𝜆 𝑅   symmetric. is, Rs  Also, let    Rba s  ,,  and 

   ,, , Rcb s  then     andbaFandsbaT RR  ,,     .,,  cbFandscbT RR  

Therefore,      scbTbaT RR ,,,min and       .,,,max cbFbaF RR  
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         scbTTscbTbaT RRRR  ,,,,minmax   and 

         .,,,,maxmin   cbFFcbFbaF RRRR   

But, R is DFS equivalence relation, so 

  scaTTcaT RRR  ),(),(  and   .),(),(  caFFcaF RRR   

Therefore,  𝑎, 𝑐 ∈ 𝛿𝑠,𝜆 𝑅  Rs  , is transitive. 

Therefore,  Rs  , is  DFS equivalence relation of X.The condition is sufficient. 

Suppose that,  Rs  ,  is an equivalence relation of X. 

Taking s = 1 and λ = 0, we get  Rs  ,  is an equivalence and so a reflexive relation and so 

    ., , XaRaa s   Therefore, Thus, 𝑇𝑅 𝑎, 𝑎 = 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐹𝑅 𝑎, 𝑎 = 0.Therefore, DFS 

relation R is reflexive. 

For any ,, Xba  let 𝑇𝑅 𝑎, 𝑏 = 𝑠𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐹𝑅 𝑎, 𝑏 = 𝜆, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 1 s and so by hypothesis 

 Rs  ,  is an equivalence and hence symmetric relation on X.  Also,    Ryx s  ,,  so by 

symmetry  𝑦, 𝑥 ∈ 𝛿𝑠,𝜆 𝑅  . ),(),( baTsabT RR  and ).,(),( baFabF RR    

Similarly, if 𝑇𝑅 𝑏, 𝑎 = 𝛼 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐹𝑅 𝑏, 𝑎 = 𝜑, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛  𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ 𝛿𝑠,𝜆 𝑅 .
 

Now, ),(),(),(),( abFbaFandabTbaT RRRR    

Here, ).,(),(),(),( abFbaFandabTbaT RRRR   

Therefore, DFS relation R is symmetric. 

Again, let Xcba ,, , then      sbcTcaT RR ,,,min ,      bcFcaF RR ,,,max  

Then 11,0   sands .Therefore  Rs  ,  is an equivalence relation on X. 

Therefore,         .,,,,,,   bcFcaFandsbcTscaT RRRR  

So,  Rs  ,  is an equivalence relation so by transitivity 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ 𝛿𝑠,𝜆 𝑅  . 

Then,      baFandsbaT RR ,,       bcTcaTsbaT RRR ,,,min,   and 

      bcFcaFbaF RRR ,,,max,          bcTcaTbaT RRR ,,,minsup,   and 

       .,,,maxinf, bcFcaFbaF RRR   

    baTTbaT RRR ,,  and     baFFbaF RRR ,,   

.RRRRRR FFFandTTT    

DFS relation R is transitive. 
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Hence, DFS relation is an equivalence relation. 

3.9 Definition: Let „R‟ be a DFS equivalence on a set X and „x‟ be an element of X. Then 

the DFS set defined by      XaaxFaxTaxR RR  /,, where,

          XaaxFaxFandaxTaxT RRRR  ,,, is called DFS equivalence class of x 

with respect to R. 

3.10 Theorem: Let „R‟ be a DFS equivalence relation on a set X and „x‟ be any element of 

X. Then for 3,0  s  and ,1 s    xxRs  , the equivalence class of x with the 

equivalence relation  Rs  , in X. 

Proof:  We have,  𝑥 =  𝑎 ∈ 𝑋/ 𝑥, 𝑎 ∈ 𝛿𝑠,𝜆 𝑅  
 

     axFsaxTXa RR ,,,/  

       axFsaxTXa RR ,/ = 𝛿𝑠,𝜆 𝑅  . 

The proof is completed. 

3.11 Theorem:  Let „R‟ be a DFS equivalence relation on a set X .Then    yx  if and 

only if    Ryx s  ,,   where  𝑥  ,  𝑦  are equivalence classes of „x‟ and „y‟ with respect to 

the equivalence relation   Rs  ,  in X for 1,0  s  and 1s  

Proof: Let    yx  .Then    yRxR ss   ,, 
 

       axFsaxTXa RR ,/  

       ayFsayTXa RR ,/ .Let    yRxRa ss   ,,   

      andaxFsaxT RR  ,        ayFsayT RR ,  

      andaxFsaxT RR  ,,,        ayFsayT RR ,,,  

     ,,,,min sayTaxT RR   

𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐹𝑅 𝑥, 𝑎 , 𝐹𝑅 𝑦, 𝑎  ≤ 𝜆       ,,,,minsup sayTaxT RR   

𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐹𝑅 𝑥, 𝑎 , 𝐹𝑅 𝑦, 𝑎  ≤ 𝜆       .,,  yxFFandsyxTT RRRR   

⇒  𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝛿𝑠,𝜆 𝑅  .Conversely, let    xRyx s  ,,  ,
 

    )1(,,  yxFandsyxT RR  

Let   ThenxRx s .,        axFsaxT RR ,  

 implies        axFsaxT RR ,,,  
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     ,,,,min saxTxyT RR       axFxyF RR ,,,max using (1) 

 

 

𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐹𝑅 𝑦, 𝑥 , 𝐹𝑅 𝑥, 𝑎  ≤ 𝜆       .,,  ayFFandsayTT RRRR   

       ayFandsayT RR
⇒  𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝛿𝑠,𝜆 𝑦𝑅    yRxR ss   ,,   

Similarly,    xRyR ss   ,,   .Hence,    yRxR ss   ,,     yx  . 

Hence, the proof. 

3.12 Theorem: The intersection of two DFS equivalence relations on a set is again a DFS 

equivalence relation on the set. 

Proof:  Let „A‟ and „B‟ be two DFS equivalence relations on a set X. 

For any 1,0  s  and 1s  

We have,      BABA sss   ,,,   

We know that,    BandA ss   ,,  are equivalence relations on X and so  BAs  ,  is 

also an equivalence relation on X and BA is DFS relation on X. 

3.13 Note:  Union of two DFS equivalence relations on a set is not necessary a DFS 

equivalence relation on the set. 

Let  zyxX ,, and „A‟ and „B‟ are two DFS sets on X, 

Where,       1,,,  zzTyyTxxT AAA , 

        andxzTzxTxyTyxT AAAA 1.0,,,,   

    6.0,,  yzTzyT AA  

𝐹𝐴 𝑥, 𝑥 = 𝐹𝐴 𝑦, 𝑦 = 𝐹𝐴 𝑧, 𝑧 = 0,         andxzFzxFxyFyxF AAAA 2.0,,,,   

    1.0,,  yzFzyF AA . 

Again,       1,,,  zzTyyTxxT BBB , 

        andxzTzyTxyTyxT BBBB 3.0,,,,      5.0,,  xzTzxT BB  

      .0,,,  zzFyyFxxF BBB         andxzFzyFxyFyxF BBBB 2.0,,,,   

    1.0,,  yzFzyF BB . 

Now,      yxTTTT BABA ,   

      ,,,,minsup saxTxyT RR 
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zzTTzxTT

yyTTyxTT

yxTTxxTT

BABA

BABA

BABA

,,,min

,,,,min

,,,,min

sup  

      5.0,6.0min,1,3.0min,3.0,1minsup  

 5.0,3.0,3.0sup  

    yxTyxT BA ,,,max4.05.0   

= (𝑇𝐴 ∪ 𝑇𝐵) 𝑥, 𝑦 . 

Therefore, union of two DFS equivalence relationsis  not DFS equivalence relation on X. 

3.14 Definition: A DFS „R‟ on a groupoid S is said to be, 

(i) Double-framed fuzzy left compatible if TR (x, y) ≤ TR (zx, zy) and FR (x, y) ≥ FR 

(zx, zy) for any x, y, z∈S 

(ii) Double-framed fuzzy right compatible if TR (x, y) ≤ TR (zx, zy) and  FR (x, y) ≥  

FR(zx, zy) for any x, y, z  ∈ S  

(iii)  Double-framed fuzzy compatible if TR (x,y) Λ TR (z, t)  ≤ TR (zx, yt) and FR 

(x,y) V FR (z, t)   ≥ FR (zx, yt) for any x, y, z ∈S 

3.15 Definition: A DFER on a groupoid „S‟ is called, 

(i) Double-framed fuzzy left congruency (in short DFLC) if it is double-framed 

fuzzy left compatible. 

(ii) Double-framed fuzzy right congruency (in short DFRC) if it is double-framed 

fuzzy right compatible. 

(iii) Double-framed fuzzy congruency (in short DFFC) if it is double-framed fuzzy 

compatible. 

3.16Proposition:Let R and θ be double-framed fuzzy compatible relationson a groupoid 

„S‟. Then θoR is also double-framed fuzzy compatible relation on „S‟. 

3.17Proposition : Let R and θ be double-framed fuzzy compatible on a groupoid „S‟. Then 

the full conditions are verified. 

(i) θoR ∈DFC(S) (res DFLCS and DFRCS). 

(ii) θoR ∈DF(S). 
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(iii)  θoR is a Double-framed fuzzy symmetric. 

(iv)  θoR = Roθ. 

3.18 Proposition: Let „S‟ be a semi group and let θ, R ∈DFC(S) of Roθ = θoR, then Roθ 

∈ DFC(S). 

3.19 Theorem: Let „S‟ be a semi group (ie., clear that ∆ ∈ DFC(S).   Then (DFC(S), Λ, V) 

is a compatible lattice. We  write  ∆ and      as the cost   and treated elements if DFC (S). 

Let R be adouble-framed fuzzy congruency on a semi group „S‟ and let a∈ S. Then DFS Ra 

in „S‟ is called adouble-framed fuzzy congruency class if „R‟ containing a∈ S.We will 

denote the set of double-framed fuzzy congruency classes of R as S/R. 

3.20 Proposition : Let „S‟ be a regular semi group and let R∈ DFC(S). If Ra is an 

idempotent element of S/R, then there exists an idempotent e∈ S such that Re= Ra . 

CONCLUSION: An attempt has been made to study level cut of double-framed fuzzy soft 

equivalence relation as well as its some properties such as equivalence class, union and 

intersection of equivalence relation in this article.  Some extension of intuitionistic fuzzy 

soft relations has been made into double-framed fuzzy soft relations.  It is found that 

intersection of DFSE relations is also DFSE relation, whereas union is not. One can obtain 

the similar results in pythagorean fuzzy sets and fermatean fuzzy soft sets under suitable 

norms. 
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